Wildflower Century Traffic Control Plan A
Event Date: Saturday, April 29, 2023

Event Pre-notification Signs:
Event pre-notification signs (SC6-4 CA-MOD) are 48” x 60” “Cycling Event” signs on Type III barricades identifying the date and time of the event. They will be placed Monday before the event at locations where the TTCP calls for an Advance Warning Area “CYCLING EVENT AHEAD” sign. They will be replaced with the “CYCLING EVENT AHEAD” signs Friday afternoon prior to the event.

Traffic Control Signs:
These special event signs will be used within the appropriate Temporary Traffic Control Zone on the routes per section 6C of the California MUTCD:
1. Advance Warning Area: “CYCLING EVENT AHEAD” signs will be placed at state highway intersections and locations where motorists enter event routes.
2. Activity Area: “CYCLING EVENT AHEAD” signs will be placed at intersections and locations along routes to remind drivers of the event.
3. Termination Area: “END CYCLING EVENT” signs will be placed at state highway intersections and locations where motorists leave event routes.

These 48” x 48” roll-up signs on RS300 stands are a modification of the SC5 “SPECIAL EVENT AHEAD” sign. These signs will be placed on the unpaved shoulder of the road approximately 500 feet from intersections. Signs on state highways will be placed ten feet from the fog line where possible. All signs will be placed completely beyond the pavement edge so as not to force cyclists into traffic and be readily visible to motorists.
These special event signs will be placed Friday afternoon before the event.
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